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One Architecture _Amsterdam_ The work of One Architecture combines a sense of humour with architectural rigour. When asked to Conjecture housing models within the frame of the Leidsche Rijn Masterplan, One Architecture put forward the possibility that the house and its environment could be simultaneously 100 per cent private and a 100 per cent public.

The idea within this project, entitled `six under a tennis court' 1996, was to designate the private and the public as two simultaneous vectors, that extend into each other. All the houses have a tennis court on the roof. Instead of two storeys in the house, it becomes house and tennis fence. The entire area could be thought of as a tennis park, but also as a primarily residential area. The architectural result of this simple thought is that the fences of the tennis court give the houses a colossal order.

Architectural icons provided a starting point for another project. Fifteen years ago a Francophile client built a French-style villa for his family. Over the years the client gradually acquired most of the land around the house to the extent that the relation between the new immense garden and the small-scale villa needed redefinition. One Architecture put together a brochure of villa examples for their client, ranging from Palladio to Ben van Berkel and OMA, but only Mies' Farnsworth House met with his approval. In their subsequent design for the villa, in Bazel, One Architecture have `re-Schinkel'd Mies in order to achieve a simple increase in size. Loosely using classical design techniques, they made a grand extension of the house towards the garden. The anachronistic Mies design is now packed with contemporary technical features.

One Architecture were invited to enter a competition to devise a masterplan for Judenburg West in Austria, in 1999. They wanted to ensure that the Judenburg West area did not appear to belong to the parapheid. Additionally, the movements of traffic and pedestrians through the area would need to be reassessed. Instead of the council-proposed tree structure, One Architecture proposed a traffic circle, which offers a fluid movement from connecting streets into culs-de-sac, as they have similar forms. A circular traffic system has less road surface, costs slightly less but looks more expensive, and might provide a richer quality to the area. Traffic circles can easily be adapted to function as a network, by adjusting traffic directions. The plan combines streets with no destination and the possibility of a local area network. Kristin Feireiss